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Abstract
The main topic of this paper is the matrix 	
 , where 
 is a nonsingular 
matrix and  and  are  matrices of full column rank. Because properties of the matrix
 can be derived from those of the matrix ﬀﬀﬁﬃﬂ   , we will consider in particular the
case where 
!ﬁ ﬂ . For the case that 

"ﬁﬃ# , so that  is singular, we will derive the
Moore-Penrose inverse of  in two ways. First, we generalize the result of Trenkler (2000)
for  1 and check whether this ‘guess’ satisfies the properties of the Moore-penrose inverse.
Second, we will adopt a more elegant approach which exploits a decomposition of  that is
very similar to a singular value decomposition. An examination of the eigenvalues of  leads
to a decomposition that resembles an eigenvalue decomposition. Here we do not immediately
impose that 





, with & diagonal.
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1 Introduction
In various (statistical) applications, we use a matrix of the type ,.-0/21436587 , where /
is some nonsingular 9;:49 matrix and 3=<>5@? A . The most well-known example is the










is a 9I: 1 vector of ones.
This operator maps a vector JLK 1 <NMOMOMO<>K
AQP




7 , where RK denotes the
mean of the KNV . The matrix B is idempotent and it is the orthogonal projector on the
hyperplane orthogonal to the vector H
A
. Another well-known example is W2-"X14YZY[7 ,
where Y\-]JLY 1 <NMOMOMU<>Y
A^P
7 with Y=V_ 0 < H 7
A
Y\- 1, and X`- diag JLY
P
. Note that abW is
the covariance matrix of the multinomial distribution with parameters a and Y . A third






, where dh<>3.? A have positive elements. This matrix
was originally studied by Vermeulen (1967), because of a physical investigation on the
electronic properties of particle-counting diamonds.
The matrix , , with / symmetric, was studied in its general form by Trenkler (2000).
He generalized results previously obtained by Vermeulen (1967), Klamkin (1970),
Tanabe and Sagae (1992), Neudecker (1995), and Watson (1996). We will continue
this line of research by, for example, dropping the assumption of symmetry of / and
by replacing the vectors 3 and 5 by 9i:$Y matrices, and also by considering the more
special case ,j-k`143h587 , where kl- diag JLm
P
.
In our notation, Vermeulen (1967) showed that the eigenvalues of kn1%3 H 7
A
where
k - diag JLm
P
and 3 1 <NMOMOMU<>3
Ao
0, are real and positive. Klamkin (1970) gives a
more elementary derivation. Moreover, he gives simple bounds for the eigenvalues.





















































- 0 < (1.2)
and if some of the mNV coincide, then there will be eigenvalues equal to the mNV that
coincide. Trenkler (2000) generalizes this to kv1365 7 . In section 8, we will return
to these results of Trenkler (2000) and give alternative proofs that exploit the original
2
ideas of Vermeulen (1967) and Klamkin (1970). Moreover, we will also derive the
eigenvectors using some ideas of Watson (1996).
De Boer and Harkema (1984) were interested in the maximum likelihood estimation
of sum constrained linear models: wyx	z.{}|e~NU>e
{
w%c , so that e{ 0, where a
certain structure will be imposed on ~ . Such models are of interest in modelling demand
systems, brand choice, and so on. In case of relatively small samples, the model has to
be parsimonious, especially with regard to the parameterization of  . De Boer and













. Because of the constraint, they deleted one component
of w and the |ey 1;|ey 1 covariance matrix obtained became nonsingular.
Wansbeek (1985) showed that estimation is possible without deletion of redundant
observations. He assumed
 1 OO  { and obtained the following results. One












This follows from the characteristic equation he derived in the following way:


































































¤£ 1 are of the same sign, then there
lies an eigenvalue between them. We will use the same method in section 8 to obtain the
characteristic polynomial of Ły¥6¦

. Wansbeek (1985) also gives the Moore-Penrose





§ . Since the matrix  is symmetric and should be
positive semi-definite, he concludes that 0

 2 `OO¨  { is a necessary condition.
In case
 1  0   2 !OO©  { he uses the Moore-Penrose inverse to establish that it
is necessary that { 1    0. This can, however, more easily be shown by observing









1 ª 0 
3
Since « 1 ¬ 0, we must have « 1 ­¯®L°± «¡² 1, hence, ®L°± « ¬ 0. In the present context it is, of
course, more natural to require that all the «N³ are positive.
A matrix that is very similar to ´ is the matrix µ we already discussed, since the
covariance matrix of the multinomial distribution is based upon µ¶ diag ·L¸[¹º¸Z¸
°
,
where ¸ 1 »N¼O¼O¼O» ¸ ± ² 0 and ®
°±
¸½ 1. If there are ¾(¿ 1 possible categories, then
one may wish to count only the number of outcomes in the first ¾ categories, because
the number of outcomes in category ¾¿ 1 uniquely follows from the total number of




1. The matrix µ has been
studied under the condition
® °±
¸À½ 1 by Tanabe and Sagae (1992). They obtained,
among other things, the square-root free Cholesky decomposition, the Moore-Penrose
inverse in case
®L°±












. Neudecker (1995) offered more elegant proofs
and presents some new results. Watson (1996) assumes
®e°±
¸ﬀ¶ 1 and shows how the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be obtained. He shows that an eigenvalue not equal to












This equation is very similar to (1.2) and (1.4). One eigenvalue is equal to zero and the
other eigenvalues É 1 »N¼O¼O¼ É ±
Æ
1 satisfy
¸ 1 ½$É 1 ½$¸ 2 ½$É 2 ½$¸ 3 ½ ¼O¼O¼ ½yÉ ±
Æ
1 ½$¸ ±
with strict inequalities if the ¸
°
³eÊ
are all distinct. Similar observations are due to
Klamkin (1970) and Wansbeek (1985). Watson furthermore derives how to obtain the
eigenvectors. The product of the nonzero eigenvalues of µ was obtained by Tanabe and
Sagae (1992) and Neudecker (1995).
Dol (1991), and Dol, Steerneman and Wansbeek (1996) studied the
Horvitz-Thompson estimator. Consider a finite population Ë 1 »N¼O¼O¼O» Ë*Ì . A fixed
effective sample design of size Í can be interpreted as a probability distribution on the
set of all subsets of Í elements from the labels Î 1
»N¼O¼O¼O»>Ï(Ð
. Let Ñ denote the random set
of Í labels that occur in the sample. The indicators Ò 1 »N¼O¼O¼U» ÒÌ are defined by Ò ³ ¶ 1
if Ó;Ô4Ñ , and Ò³Õ¶ 0 if Ó
­
Ô4Ñ . The first order inclusion probability is Ö×³¢¶ P ·LÑØ4Óu¹
for Ó;¶ 1
»N¼O¼O¼}»>Ï
. It is assumed that Ö ³ ¶ E Ò ³ is positive. The Horvitz-Thompson
























This a famous unbiased estimator. In order to give the variance, the second order
inclusion probabilities are needed: ß×à áãâ P äLåçærèêé>ë6ìIâ E íàeíá , for èêé>ëâ 1 éNîOîOî}é>ï .
Note that ß à¤à â	ß à . We define ßâäLß 1 éNîOîOîOé>ß×ðTìﬃñLéNòóâ diag äLßì and ò 2 âäLß à á ì . It is
easy to see that ß ñõô ð@âö and ò 2 ô ðâöbß . The well-known expression for the variance
of the Horvitz-Thompson estimator is
Var ÷ø*ùgú â\ïû 2 ø ñ òû 1 äuò 2 ü ßß ñ ìOòû 1
ø
é
where ø â ä ø 1 éNîOîOîUé
ø
ðTì ñ . The matrix ò 2 ü ßß ñ looks similar to ý , but it is
more complicated. In order to obtain bounds for this variance, Dol (1991), and Dol,
Steerneman and Wansbeek (1996) obtained the following Moore-Penrose inverse:
äﬃò 2 ü ßß ñ ìﬃþßâ ò û
1
2  4î







where  is a nonsingular  matrix and

and ø are 	
 matrices of full column
rank. Thus, we will generalize Trenkler’s results in two ways. First, the matrix  is only
restricted to be nonsingular, symmetry is not necessary. Secondly, the vectors  and 
in the matrix 
ü

ñ examined by Trenkler can be replaced by matrices of full column












â , so that 
is singular. We call this the singular case and it will be discussed in section 5. Note that




â implies that both










â 0, then V is invertible, and we will refer to this as the nonsingular
















It is worthwhile to first consider a special case of (1.6), namely âﬁﬂ , because







â  , then the matrix ﬃ is idempotent, since ﬃ 2 â!ﬃ . However, in general it is
not symmetric. Some observations with regard to the rank of ﬃSâ" ﬂ
ü#
ø
ñ , which will
prove their usefulness further on, are the the following. For all vectors $ with ø ñ $â 0
we have that ﬃ%$â$ , so that all vectors orthogonal to the columns of ø are eigenvectors
of ﬃ with eigenvalue 1. Because there exist ä&
ü

[ì vectors in ﬂ that are orthogonal to
the 
 columns of ø , and since the rank of a square matrix equals the number of nonzero
eigenvalues, we know that rank ä'ﬃì%()
ü

 . If, in addition, ø ñ

â* , we know that
all eigenvalues of ﬃ are all equal to 0 or 1, since in this case ﬃ is idempotent. Because
in this case ﬃ

â 0, the eigenvectors corresponding to +;â 0 are the 
 columns of the
matrix

. Therefore, we know that ﬃ has at least 
 eigenvalues equal to zero, so that
5
rank ,'-/.1024365 . It now immediately follows that in the special case where 798:";=<> ,
rank ,'-/.?;"23@5 .









3 1.E<CGFH:I7 8 A
; ,
B














3 1.E<>1F=7 8 : AON (1.7)
for BP; 1. From (1.7) we observe that - has at least 235 eigenvalues equal to 1, as














Therefore, if 7 8 :U;V<> , the eigenvalue B ; 0 has multiplicity 5 and the other 2W3X5
eigenvalues are equal to 1. This once more shows that rank ,E-%.Y;23Z5 .
In particular, if [\;^]_3R:I7 8 with 7 8 ]
K 1
:`;^<> , it is not difficult to see that






> , rank ,'[M.?; rank ,&<Cb36]
K 1
:6798. , because ] is nonsingular. However, the




. equals 2e35 as we showed above. Because [1]
K 1
: ; 0, the
eigenvectors corresponding to B ; 0 are the 5 columns of the matrix ]
K 1
: .
In section 2 we present basic notation on generalized inverses and in section 3
some general results on idempotent matrices. Subsequently, we will shortly address
the case where [ is nonsingular in section 4. Section 5 deals with the singular case,
where we will first consider the specific situation where ]H;=< C . The general case then
easily follows. In section 6 we obtain a kind of singular value decomposition for - if
7
8
:=;<> . An examination of the eigenvalues of - in section 7 leads to a decomposition
that resembles an eigenvalue decomposition. Here we do not immediately impose that
7
8
:f;g<> . Finally, section 8 focuses on the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix
h
3Zikjl8 , with h diagonal.
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2 The Moore-Penrose inverse: some preliminaries
Let m be a n	op matrix and consider the p@on matrix q which satisfies one ore more
of the following properties:
(1) m1qmRrm ,
(2) qsmtq"rq ,
(3) qsm is symmetric,
(4) m1q is symmetric.
If q satisfies (1), then q is called a generalized inverse of m , denoted by qurum1v . If
q satisfies both (1) and (2), then q is called a reflexive generalized inverse of m , which
is denoted by qwr m1vx . If q satisfies the properties (1), (2) and (3), then we call q a
left pseudoinverse of m , denoted by m vy , whereas we call q a right pseudoinverse of m ,
denoted by m vz , if it satisfies the properties (1), (2) and (4). Finally, if q satisfies all
four properties, then q is called the Moore-Penrose inverse of m which we will denote
by m1{ . The Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix is uniquely defined by (1)–(4). For
textbooks on generalized inverses we refer to, for example, Bouillion and Odell (1971)
and Rao and Mitra (1971).
Lemma 1. The matrix m vy mtm vz is the Moore-Penrose inverse of m .
This lemma is easily proved by checking the four conditions the Moore-Penrose inverse
has to satisfy (Bouillion and Odell, 1971, chapter 1).
3 Properties of idempotent matrices
As already mentioned in section 1, the matrix |"r}~eqI9 is idempotent if 9q"r=} .
A typical example is   rq{Vr dq  q v 1 q  . In this case |r}~qqs{Ur
}~Mqdqsqs'v
1
qs is the very familiar symmetric, idempotent matrix to be denoted by
Łl
: the orthogonal projector on the orthogonal complement of the column space of q .
To give another example in which this type of matrix appears, but now as an orthogonal
projector with respect to another inner product, consider the standard linear regression
model 
r=qM#R
where HR~ 0  2   , and  is known. According to the method of Generalized Least








qMb . Here, the underlying
inner product is dGk@r   v 1  . The solution is r dq   v 1 q v 1 q   v 1

, the
Aitken estimator, so the GLS approximation to

is qdqs  v 1 qs'v 1 q  v 1

. This is the
7














































. Conversely, such a matrix ¶ can be














. This matrix is symmetric and positive definite. To


























Since we also use the properties of idempotent matrices, we mention the most
important facts. A ÂÃ=Â matrix ¶ is idempotent if ¶ 2
¬
¶
. In statistics and
econometrics, ¶ will often also be symmetric, but this is not necessary as we have
remarked. If ¶ is idempotent, then
®¯°



























, where Å is a ÂWÃÇ matrix of full column rank. Because
¼
Ä
is also symmetric, it is a projection matrix.
¼
Ä
is in fact the orthogonal projector












. If È is another Â1ÃIÇ matrix with columns orthogonal to the columns





È . Moreover, in this case the corresponding projection matrices of
Å




















plays a key role, we will now discuss some
properties of this matrix that will facilitate derivations further on. We assume that the







´ denote the linear
subspace spanned by the columns of the matrix A. We can distinguish three cases: (i)



















Ç , which means that ¡ and ¸ span the same space,




¸9´Ò 2Ç , so that there is partial overlap between the column
spaces of ¡ and ¸ . The first case will be discussed extensively in section 6 and 7.
If ¡ and ¸ span the same space, case (ii), then there exists a nonsingular ÂÓÃ)Â
matrix Ô such that ¡
¬

















. So, in this specific situation Õ"ÖßlâÓÖßáà is symmetric
and idempotent. It immediately follows that Õ/ã6Öß â Öß à .
If there is overlap between the column spaces of ä and Ú , we assume that ä Ö
Û








, where ä 1 and
Ú
1 are çÓèHé matrices, ä 2 and
Ú
2 are çÓèRê











Ý1Öð 0ñ . Note






























Because ä 1 and
Ú
1 span the same space, the same argument as above applies, so



























Ö 0, it follows that ä Ü1 ä 2
Ö 0, and we see that the columns of ä 1






These observations lead to the following lemma:








, ä 1 and
Ú
1 are çcèöé
matrices, ä 2 and
Ú
2 are çè@ê matrices with éë)ê
Ö"í














Ý±Öfð 0ñ . Define Õ 2 Ög×Ø·Ù ä 2 Ú9Ü2. Then
Õ
can be written as the product
























































4 The nonsingular case





















0 ×ò ÷ (4.1)
9
This representation is very instructive, since it immediately follows that ú is nonsingular






û ü ýþ ß   
1  
. If ú is nonsingular, we know from the standard results on
inverses of partitioned matrices that ú 11, the upper left-hand block of ú

































and we have a well-known expression for   ﬀý  þbß   1 (see e.g. Rao and Mitra, 1971,
chapter 2). If ú is singular, it is tempting to replace the inverses by Moore-Penrose
inverses. According to corollary 4.4 from Ouellette (1981), we have the following
result.




rank       rank    rank   Hý  þ ß 
and



























On account of theorem 4.6 from Ouellette (1981), which originates from Marsaglia and
Styan (1974), page 439, we know that we need ûüýRþbßﬁ 

 to be nonsingular in order
to have results similar to (4.2) and (4.4).







we already assumed that   is nonsingular. Note that theorem 1 also does not apply





1  ! 0, as mentioned in
section 1.
5 The singular case
In this section we will be interested in obtaining the Moore-Penrose inverse of " 
 =ý

þ9ß , where the # matrix   is nonsingular and the # matrices  and þ
satisfy the condition þ9ßﬂ ﬃ 1   ûü . As we observed, this implies that  and þ are
of full column rank %$& . Inspired by Trenkler (2000) the following result can be
guessed. We will show that it is indeed correct.
10
Theorem 2. Let ')(+*-,/.1032 , where * is a nonsingular 4654 matrix, and . and 0





where GH(9*ﬃ8 1 . and I&(&JK*8 1 L 2M0 , is the Moore-Penrose inverse of ' .
The theorem can be established by verifying the four conditions for the
Moore-Penrose inverse. However, we think that it is nicer to obtain the result in the
special case that *N(;:PO first, and then to derive the more general result in a constructive
way.
We first focus on Q-(;: O ,R.@032 where . and 0 are 4S5R7 matrices with 032.9(T: < .
Some useful properties are:















From (5.5) we see that Q is idempotent, but not necessarily symmetric. Later on, we
will give a decomposition of Q that is very similar to a singular value decomposition.
From this result Q
>
can be derived in a constructive way, see section 6. Checking
the four conditions, however, is easier. Obviously, we have from (5.2), (5.3) and (5.5)
that QUA V AXYZQ`(aQUQ`(bQ , so that A V AXY is a generalized inverse of Q . Next, we
observe that ACYQUA
V














V and QA V AXY6(eAXY are symmetric matrices. These observations
prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let Qf(&:
O








The proof of theorem 2 can now easily be obtained from theorem 3 by applying
lemma 1.
Proof of theorem 2. We will derive the Moore-Penrose inverse by using a left and right





















This suggests to consider kjlPmon\pﬃq 1 r@s3tﬂuwv pﬃq 1 and pﬃq 1 kjl=mﬀn r@s3t pﬃq 1 uwv , to be denoted
by x qy and x qz respectively. Obviously, x qy is indeed a left pseudoinverse of x and x qz
is a right pseudoinverse of x . Lemma 1 states that the Moore-Penrose of x can now be
computed as x v{ x qy x|x qz . From theorem 3 we know that kjlPmonpq 1 r@s3tuwv1{W}X~}C





































Taking r{f and sŁ{ n_ , we have the result derived in Trenkler (2000). If we
compare the expression of Trenkler for the Moore-Penrose inverse of p   t with x v ,
then we see that our result is a straightforward generalization. We therefore could have
guessed this solution and verify the four conditions the Moore-Penrose inverse has to
satisfy, just as we did in the proof of theorem 3. Anyway, the basic properties (5.1)–(5.5)
of idempotent matrices like  are needed. We think, however, that the proof as given













where we used the fact that v{ k @tﬂ@u q 1 t , because  is of full-column rank.





x and x v xx v@{ x v , so that indeed all four conditions hold.
In section 3, we distinguished three cases with respect to the spaces spanned by the
columns of r and s . Although the Moore-Penrose inverse of  is given by }X!}X ,
regardless of the relation between 6k r|u and 6k su , it can also be found by exploiting
the specific structure of  in these three cases. Case (i), where 6k r|u3 [k s3u{% 0 ,
so that rank k r  s3u{ 2 , will be discussed extensively in section 6. If 6k ru!{ 6k s3u ,
case (ii), we observed that  {&}  {W}  , so that  v1{W}  {&}  . For case (iii), where
d rank k r  s3u  2 , we know from lemma 2 that  {%}X 1  2 {  2 }C 1 . A natural
















From (3.1) and section 3 we know that }  1 {}  1 and that }  1 and }  2 respectively
}X























































6 A blockwise singular value decomposition
In this section we will present a decomposition of

; =¡ﬀ¢\£1¤¥
which is quite similar




are ¦§©¨ matrices of
rank ¨ and
¤3¥ﬂ£ªª =«








0² , so that rank ­
£h³´¤3®o
2¨ . Analogous
to a singular value decomposition, we are looking for orthogonal matrices µ and ¶






. As opposed to the singular value decomposition,
however, we do not restrict · to be strictly diagonal, although an easy structure is indeed
convenient. We will take · to be block-diagonal. This decomposition provides us an
alternative method to find the Moore-Penrose inverse of

, because it can be easily





















and left singular vectors of

with singular value 0. Moreover, if the ¦§ 1 vector ¸













¸ . So ¸ is both
a left and a right singular vector of

















































where µ and ¶ are orthogonal ¦§[¦
matrices. We would like that µ is composed mainly of left singular vectors and ¶ of



















· 1 0 0
0 · 2 0
0 0 · 3
³








. We observe that µ 1
should then be build up from columns of
¤
, ¶ 1 should accordingly be constructed
from
£

























, because then µ
¥1 µ 1  ¶ ¥1 ¶ 1 Á =« , µ ¥1 µ 3  0 and ¶ ¥1 ¶ 3  0. The
columns of µ 2 should be orthogonal to µ 1 and µ 3 and have to be constructed from À
£
,

























































with Ã]ÅÖÄ×Æ ÇÎ3ÉjÊ Ä6ÇÎ . It turned out that we need a minus sign for Ë 2. In order to obtain
Ø












































































































































































































































































































































Now we can compute the Moore-Penrose inverse of ÷ as ÷Sø1ëWùﬀúø































, because ùﬃù î ë ù 1 ù
î





























































































































If ê;ë 1, the decomposition ÷Hë û
ú@ù î is a singular value decomposition of ÷ . In
this case we know that ÷ has one singular value which equals 0,  ß 2 singular values












 1 and the equality sign holds if and only if ÷ is
symmetric (so ÷-ëWþ ò ). To summarize, we have the following result.
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Corollary 1. Let  ,  be  1 vectors, such that ﬀ 1 and rank ﬁﬂﬃ  2. If we
define !#"%$&ﬁ')(ﬁ)****+,**- 1 **- 1, then a singular value decomposition of
. is /102  , where





































such that / and 2 are orthogonal matrices. The vectors ; 1 ﬃ3454545ﬃ3;><
-
2 have unit length,
are mutually orthogonal and are also orthogonal to  and  .
Observe Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization in this corollary: in ? "A@$ CB%DFEHG1I DJﬃG9K
L find the vector orthogonal to  , resp.  .
7 A semi-eigenvalue decomposition
In this section, we will derive a decomposition for the matrix . which is somewhat
similar to an eigenvalue decomposition. As opposed to the previous section, the equality
M
ONPRQS we assumed throughout need not hold. It turns out that, under particular






where U is a block-diagonal matrix. Equation (7.1) shows that . is similar to a
block-diagonal matrix. Although the matrix U has a simple structure, it does not give
us the eigenvalues of . , like the spectral decomposition does. Moreover, the matrix
T need not be orthogonal. We will show, however, that in some specific situations
equation (7.1) gives an eigenvalue decomposition of . . We will only discuss the case
where N and M span different spaces. Section 7.1 deals with the general case, whereas
section 7.2 focuses on the case Xﬀ 1.
7.1 Y and Z span different spaces
Consider the matrix . [Q<\6]N M  , where N and M are ^]X matrices of full column
rank, _`ﬁﬂNacbd_`ﬁ M efB 0L . Note once more that we do not restrict ourselves to the case
that M ONCCQS . The aim is to find a decomposition . TgTVU , where T is nonsingular
and U has a simple structure. Because . NhNiﬁﬂQ S 6 M ON , the matrix N is a natural
candidate to be part of T . We prefer to normalize the columns of T , which, in the
16






















On the other hand, j+w m w for all wyx z with u r w m 0, and we see that all vectors
orthogonal to the columns of u are eigenvectors of j with eigenvalue 1.































. If we consider the space spanned by the columns of kl
and ku , we are now looking for vectors orthogonal to the columns of u , which leads us





































. The columns of { 2 are eigenvectors of
j
with eigenvalue 1, so
that | 2
mop
. It is not immediately apparent that the columns of { 1 and
{
2 span
different spaces, that is rank n { 1 }
{
2
t>m 2Ł , which is a necessary condition for { to be









































































































m 0 if and only if  l r u m 0, which means that l r u










t is of full rank,




. We see that in this case the columns of { 1 and
{
2









that are mutually orthogonal, have unit length, and are perpendicular to
the columns of l and u and therefore also orthogonal to the columns of { 1 and
{
2.







, then j  m  , which means that the columns of 
are eigenvectors of j with eigenvalue 1. With { 3
m






decomposition j{ m {V| is completed. Note that the matrix  consists of vectors of












so that finding a similarity representation for   leads to interchanging the role of 
























































































































2£ « ­ (7.6)


















































2£ « ¥ ­ (7.7)
We summarize the results in the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Let  ,  be ¸§¹¦ matrices of rank ¦ , such that º   J» º    ½¼ 0¾ ,









 . Then Cf©ª¿±   can be written as C     1, where






















































2£ « ¥ 
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such that the Ã8ÄCÅ'Ã8Æ 2ÇÉÈ matrix Ê has the property that ÊFËÊÍÌÏÎÐÒÑ 2 Ó and ÔeËOÊ³Ì
Õ
ËsÊgÌ 0.
If Ô Ë Õ ÌfÎ
Ó
, theorem 5 gives us an eigenvalue decomposition of Ö :





Û 0Ü . Define ÝÕ Ì Õ Å Õ Ë Õ È Ñ 12 Þ ÝÔßÌÁÔÅ%Ô Ë ÔeÈ Ñ 12 Þà=áâ ÌÝÕã â ÝÕ and à=âá ÌäÝÔ ã á ÝÔ . Then
ÖågÌåVæ is an eigenvalue decomposition of ÖçÌCÎÐ¿Æ Õ ÔeË , where


















































such that the Ã8ÄCÅ'Ã8Æ 2ÇÉÈ matrix Ê has the property that ÊFËÊÍÌÏÎÐÒÑ 2 Ó and ÔeËOÊ³Ì
Õ
ËsÊgÌ 0.
Corollary 2 shows, in correspondence with (1.8), that Ö has Ç eigenvalues equal
to 0, and Ã]Æ[Ç eigenvalues equal to 1. Moreover, corollary 2 also gives us the
corresponding eigenvectors.
7.2 The case éëê 1
Consider the matrix ÖëÌìÎÐÆ]íïîË , where í and î are ÃðÄ 1 vectors. Some interesting
observations are:
(a) Ö+íÌÅ 1 ÆﬀîËíÈ)í ;
(b) Ö+ñ`ÌCñ , for all ñ with îËñ`Ì 0;
(c) Ö+ñ`Ì 0 for some ñiòÌ 0 if and only if í Ë îÌ 1;
(d) rank Å)Ö+ÈÌCÃ for í Ë îWòÌ 1 and rank Å)Ö+ÈÉÌfÃðÆ 1 if í Ë îÌ 1;
(e) Ö is symmetric if and only if îÌfóí for some óßòÌ 0 (and hence íËîWòÌ 0);
(f) Ö 2 ÌfÎ Ðô Å'íËî8Æ 2È)íïîË , hence Ö is idempotent if and only if íËîÌ 1.
Proof of (c) and (e).









Ì 1 Æ7î Ë í , this holds if and only if í Ë îÌ 1.
(e) If îgÌ÷óí , then obviously Ö is symmetric. Conversely, if Ö is symmetric, then
Ö+íÌÖ
Ë
í so that Åﬂî Ë íÈ)íÌÅ'í Ë íÈ)î where î Ë íøòÌ 0, and îÌÅ'î Ë íÈ:Å'í Ë íÈ Ñ 1 íù
With regard to the eigenvalues of Ö we now have to distinguish two cases:
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(i) úûüþýß 0: From (a) it is obvious that   has an eigenvector ú with eigenvalue
1 fúûü ýß 1 with multiplicity 1. From (b) we see   has an eigenvalue 1






ß 0 . Because ú is not perpendicular to ü , there are 
independent eigenvectors. So, Q is similar to a diagonal matrix.
(ii) úûü ß 0: From (1.7) we know that   has one eigenvalue equal to 1 with
multiplicity  . We know from (b) that all vectors  with  û ü ß 0 are eigenvectors
of   with eigenvalue 1. Suppose that Âü is an eigenvector with µûü ß 0 and
ﬀﬁ

. Then cüﬂﬃ ß  ! "cüﬂ#$ ß cüﬂﬃ%&Âüöü û ú so that  ß 0.
Therefore, all eigenvectors of   are orthogonal to ü and the eigenspace of   is

and has dimension ' 1. In this case,   is not similar to a diagonal matrix.
Just like the case ( ß 1 in section 6 gave us the singular values of   , the case ( ß 1
now gives us the eigenvalues.
Corollary 3. Let ú , ü be *) 1 vectors, such that ú û ühýß 0 and rank  'úü+$ ß 2. If
we define ,.-  ß  'úûü+$/0 1ú121ü1ﬁ$ ß 1ú1ﬁ3 1 1ü1ﬁ3 1, then   ß547684 3 1, where 6 is a
diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of   along its diagonal

































































where  1 :9;9;9=ﬁ

3
2 are mutually orthogonal, have unit length and they are
perpendicular to ú and ü .







 and perpendicular to ü . Here we used Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization. Note once
more that the matrix 4 consists of vectors of unit length which are mutually orthogonal
except for the first and the second vector. If these vectors were also orthogonal, we
would have 4 3 1 ß54 û and hence   ß  =û , which is not the case. However, if   is
symmetric, then the vectors ú and ü span the same space, so that 4 is orthogonal and
corollary 3 gives the spectral decomposition of   .
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8 Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of B CEDGF
In this section, we will study the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix HJILKNM+O ,
where H P diag QSRUT is a nonsingular diagonal matrix and K and M are VXW 1
vectors. Similar problems have been studied by Vermeulen (1967), Klamkin (1970),
Wansbeek (1985), Watson (1996) and Trenkler (2000). Trenkler notes that we need
not restrict ourselves to diagonal H . If we look at the eigenvalues of YZI[K\M O , where
Y is a nonsingular symmetric matrix, then there exists an orthogonal matrix ] , such
that Y^P_]8`a] O , where ` is a nonsingular diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of
Y along its diagonal. Since YﬃILKNM+O and `bI]8OcKNM+Od] have the same eigenvalues, we
might as well study the matrix `eI[K\M O . The condition of symmetry can be replaced
by the requirement that Y is similar to a diagonal matrix ` , that is, YfPhg7`<g7i 1 for
some VjWLV matrix g . In this case, the eigenvalues of Y#IkK\M+O coincide with those of
`lImg7i
1
KNM O g .
8.1 Eigenvalues
Consider the matrix HnI?K\M+O , where HbP diag QSRUT is a nonsingular diagonal matrix and
RﬀoﬁK and M are VpW 1 vectors. We are interested in the eigenvalues of this matrix. Inspired
by Vermeulen (1967), we now present the following theorem.
Theorem 6. If HqP diag QSRUT is a nonsingular diagonal VﬂWLV matrix and K and M are














P diag Q sgn K 1 o:w;w;w=o sgn K:AT

























QSKoﬁM+T	P #ŁuvP 1 o:w;w;w=oﬁV x K:rsM:r2 0=w
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Proof. Let % diag   1  12 :;;;  : 12  and %> diag   1  12 :;;;  : 12  . Then



























 ¢¤=¢¤¡!¢¤m£¤£  = ¢0\
  1¥{¦ §c¨ 'm£N£   
If, for some index © , we have :ª¡:ª 0, then we can expand  «¬\

 along its ©0­¯® row
or column:




where 'ªsª and S\


ªsª denote the matrices obtained by deleting the © ­¯® row and the © ­¯®
column of  , respectively \

. We can continue this process until none of the :²S:²³ 0
and then apply theorem 6 to the remaining part of the matrix n?N

.
From theorem 6, we see that e\

 is the same as  %´µ£N£

 , except possibly




°n 1 ¥{¦ §c¨ ""¶+·ﬁ¹?  ¢0¡¢0vº«£N£   (8.1)
with ¢0  ¢0 and £ as defined in theorem 6. Equation (8.1) implies that if ¢0¡¢0!»·ﬁ ,




0 for ½! 1 :;;=ﬁ¾ , then the roots of the characteristic equation of
n8\

and those of the symmetric matrix n&£N£

are the same. If, on the other hand




0 for ½Á 1 :;;=ﬁ¾ , then the roots of the characteristic
equation ^k\

and those of the symmetric matrix Âºb£¤£

are the same. Because
the roots of a symmetric matrix are always real, we have shown that if all  ²  ² have the
same sign, then the eigenvalues of ?\

are real.
Theorem 7. If   diag S±  is a nonsingular diagonal ¾ÄÃÅ¾ matrix and    are













Vermeulen (1967) showed that the roots of the determinantal equation







strictly positive, are real by using a similar argument as used in theorem 6.
By constructing a difference equation for the determinantal equation, he also showed
that these roots are negative. These results immediately follow from theorem 6, because
 ¶+·ﬁËº diag SÈ  ºmÉ0Ê 

n ¶+·ﬁÇº diag SÈ  º«£¤£   
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with ÌÄÍÏÎSÐ Ñ 1 Ò:Ó;Ó;Ó=Ò Ð Ñ:ÔAÕÖ , so that the eigenvalues of diag ÎS×Õ2ØlÑ0Ù ÖÔ are the same as
the eigenvalues of the symmetric matrix diag ÎS×ÕÇØlÌ¤ÌÖ . These eigenvalues are positive,
because diag ÎS×ÕﬁØÚÌNÌ Ö is positive definite. This implies that the roots of the determinantal
equation (8.2) are real and negative.
Trenkler (2000) remarks in his paper that the matrix ÛZÍJÜµØﬃÑ0Ý Ö , with Ü being
symmetric and nonsingular, has always real eigenvalues. However, according to the
condition of theorem 7 that all Ñ:ÞsÝ:Þ should have the same sign is vital more or less, as
can be seen from the following example.
Example 1. Consider the matrix ßJàká°â
Ö
with ßäã diag å 1 æ 2 ç¸æálãèåéà 1 æ=à 1 ç
Ö
and
âêã_å 1 æ=à 3 ç
Ö
. It is easily derived that in this case ë ì:í 2 àXå¯îïà8á°â Ö ç¸ëﬀãðì 2 à8ìañ 1, so
that both eigenvalues are complex. ò
The eigenvalues of óeô?õ\ö+Ö can be determined from the characteristic equation

































The following theorem immediately follows from (8.3). It covers the theorems 2, 3, and
4 of Trenkler (2000).
Theorem 8. Consider óðôõNö Ö , where óðÍ diag ÎSþUÕ is a nonsingular diagonal matrix
and õ and ö are  1 vectors.
(i) If all þ:Þ are different and all õ:Þ"ö:ÞÍ 0, then none of the þ:Þ is an eigenvalue of


















(iii) If some of the 
	 ’s coincide, 
	 is an eigenvalue of  .
Note that we can find all eigenvalues of   by combining the different cases
considered in this theorem. In the most general case where some of the 
	 coincide,
some of the 
	
	 are equal to zero but indices  also exist such that 
	 has multiplicity 1
and 
	
	ﬀﬁ 0, the procedure is as follows. Partition  in blocks of ascending size:

ﬁ diag ﬂ 1 ﬃ  1 !  2 ﬃ" 2 !
#$#$#!  %ﬃ '&)( (8.5)




 1 !   2 !




 1 !   2 !
#$#$#!  '& (  # (8.6)
First, suppose  + has multiplicity
.
+0 1. Then we know from theorem 8 that  + is







































































From (8.7) we observe that in this case 3 ﬁ  + has multiplicity
.
+
 1. Moreover, the
remaining eigenvalues can be found by putting the second factor on the right-hand side
of (8.7) equal to zero. The equation to be solved is then exactly of the type (8.3), so that
the remaining eigenvalues can be determined from (8.4). Note that 3 ﬁ  + can have
multiplicity
.





Second, consider the set of indices C for which the  +  + equal zero and  + has
multiplicity 1, that is, C ﬁED-FHG  +  + ﬁ 0
!



























where O is the matrix obtained from  by deleting the F?R
<




 are the vectors obtained from  , respectively  , by deleting the F R
<
element for






, the number of elements in C . Equation (8.8) shows that all  +
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with WYX[Z are unique eigenvalues of \]_^`a . Moreover, to determine the remaining























^ e ` e f 0 u
so that l fvd is an eigenvalue with multiplicity wx] 1 and the remaining eigenvalue
equals dy]^`a .
In the situation that all d e are different and all ^ e ` e{zf 0, case (i) of theorem 8, the
eigenvalues of \|]}^` a must be determined by solving equation (8.4). Note that, in this
case,
l
f 0 is a solution of (8.4) if and only if `a~\ q 1 ^f 1, that is, \]^`a is singular.
Moreover, if ` a \ q 1 ^f 1, equation (8.3) simplifies to




















































































From now on we assume, without loss of generality, that the d
e are arranged in
ascending order. Just as Klamkin (1970), Wansbeek (1985) and Trenkler (2000), we
want to pay attention to the location of the eigenvalues for this special case. If we want
to say something about the location of the eigenvalues, we would like them to be real,
and therefore we restrict ourselves to the situation in which all ^
e`
e have the same sign.























This graph is continuous except at the points l fd 1 u"d 2 u
$$$u"d
j , which correspond to
vertical asymptotes. It follows by continuity that there are  real roots such that between
every two successive d e lies an eigenvalue, that is
d 1 
l
1  d 2 
l
2  $$ 
l












Figure 1. Example of the roots of the characteristic equation  "b_p? 0
for  3 and 
 
 ¢¡ 0 £"¤¥ 1 £ 2 £ 3.
A typical graph for  3 is shown in figure 1.






 0, we know that ¦ § is an eigenvalue of vN  . The other eigenvalues are
located as before, so that in both these situations
¦ 1 ¨  1 ¨ ¦ 2 ¨  2 ¨ª©$©$©¨  8« 1 ¨ ¦  ¨   © (8.11)
To show that we cannot locate the eigenvalues among the ¦   as easily as in















We know that there are no real roots, so that the graph never intersects the ¶ -axis. The




f  (λ) = 1
λ = 2
Figure 2. Graph corresponding to example 2.
8.2 Eigenvectors
Watson (1996) considered the eigenvectors of the matrix ¸º¹{»¼»¢½ , with ¸¿¾ diag À»¢Á and
»PÂÃ¾ 1. Somewhat more general, we will consider in this section the eigenvectors of
Ä
¹ÅÆ½ .
We begin with the case where all Ç
Â are different and all Å
ÂÆ
ÂEÈ¾ 0, case (i)















































because ÙÚ satisfies (8.4). This shows that we can indeed find the elements of the
eigenvector Û Ú by means of equation (8.13). If we assume additionally that the Ü
Ý are
ordered and that all Þ Ýß
Ý have the same sign, then equality (8.10) holds, so that the
Û 1 Úáà
â$â$â$à
Û ÚÚ have the same sign which is opposite to the sign of the Û%Ú-ã 1 ä Úáà
â$â$âà
Û åÏÚ .
Note that we do not need the vector ß to determine the eigenvectors of ævç[Þ ßè , this
vector is only relevant for determining the eigenvalues of æçÞ ß è .
If all Ü Ý are different, but one or more of the Þ
Ú ß Ú×é 0, the second case of theorem 8,
then Ü
Ú is an eigenvalue of æêç¿Þ ß è . First, consider the situation that ß Úé 0 and Þ
Ú
is arbitrary. By using a similar approach as above, it is straightforward to show that
in this case ë$Ú , the ì?í°î unit vector, is an eigenvector corresponding to Ü













ÝiéEÜ Ú Û ÝÒà ó¢é 1 à
â$â$âà"ôiâ (8.14)














































































Note that ßè Û®é 1 with this choice of Û .
For case (iii) of theorem 8, where some of the Ü
Ý
coincide, partition æà"Þ and
ß
as in (8.5) and (8.6). We know from theorem 8 that if ô Úgû 1, then Ü Ú is an
eigenvalue of æbçÞ
ß
è . We partition an eigenvector Û corresponding to Ü
Ú in a similar
fashion as in (8.6). Assume that Þ å8ü à
ß
å8ü
ðé 0. It is easy to show that in this case,
Ûýéþñ-Û%å 1 à
Û å 2 à
â$â$â$à





Û å8ü6é 0. This implies that in this case, Ü
Ú has ô>Úýç 1 eigenvectors
ñ 0 à
â$â$â>à 0 à
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